Glowing Keyboard Stickers

Fluorescent keyboard stickers that allow work in dim and semi-dark environments, and more comfortable typing in lit areas! High quality fluorescent print reflects any ambient source of light - even the dimmest light source, such as the monitor’s light, make the keyboard letters illuminate in acrisp clear bright light that, literally, glow in the dark.

Product Advantages:
► Reduces eye fatigue ► Has large and vivid characters ► Renews worn out keyboards ► Unique coating for long-lasting use ► Matte surface that is pleasant to touch ► Easy to apply - just peel and stick ► Allows clean removal with no sticky glue ► Rounded corners for a better feel and durability ► Compatible with any keyboard.

JUMBO FLASH CARDS

Specially made for teaching groups
► 8.5 X 11 Cover Stock, corners rounded for child safety.
► 31 cards (22 alphabet letters + vet, chaf, fey, seen).
► Great for schools and for teaching small and medium size groups!
► Available in Print, Cursive, and Rashi style letters, each printed on both sides.
► The Hebrew font we use is customized to match most prayer books’ font & style.

LIVING ISRAELI HEBREW

For the Beginner...The Very Beginner!

In just a few short hours learn how to read and write. This clear and straightforward workbook has been specially created for English speakers with absolutely NO previous knowledge of Hebrew! Use it at home, at your own pace! Learn modern and Biblical Hebrew in one workbook! With music, Bible, grammar, and a useful expressions supplement! Native Israeli voice narration, in a clear, word-for-word, S L O W L Y speaking audio CD! Plus flash cards & more! Especially written and narrated for English speakers with zero (yes, we mean “0”!) knowledge of Hebrew. More than 100,000 copies sold!

It is amazing that Hebrew can be so simple!

Workbook, Flash Cards + Audio CD

Only  $14.95

Only  $39.95